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2  P e r s p e c t i v e s





shifts weight to one side
the body folds
the body folds







off its vertical axis














looks behind over her shoulder




looks behind over her shoulder
and feels her spine follow




looks behind over her shoulder
and feels her spine follow
the spine twists 







around joints    shoulder, elbow, wrist, finger, thumb
this moving body pulsates 
this moving body pulsates 
picks up and is moved by rhythmic gestures 
she pulsates
she pulsates
her body generates and repeats gestural movements
she pulsates
her body generates and repeats gestural movements
that constantly shift and reshape her your our presence







like an agitating force between you her bodies things
like an agitating force between you her bodies things
unsettling
the dancing figure scans the room 
the dancing figure scans the room 
things are glimpsed in the corner of the eye
the dancing figure scans the room 
things are glimpsed in the corner of the eye
her body listens to tilt, rhythm, limb, joint, echo of moving
the dancing figure scans the room 
things are glimpsed in the corner of the eye
her body listens to tilt, rhythm, limb, joint, echo of moving
surfaces of eye soften, gaze expands
the right hand moves to touch
the right hand moves to touch
on touching surface, this moving body leans in
the right hand moves to touch








she appears to be slightly adrift 























4  G e s t u r e s
arc of arm  flat of palm  bend of elbow  brush of cheek  tilt of head
curl of fingers  poise of neck  wave of hand  pull of shoulder blades 
flick of wrist  catch of breath  shrug of shoulder  slice of lower arm   
throw of gaze  tug of arms  shake of head  slow softening of spine
bow of spine  span of arms  drop of wrist  sway swing away of torso     
shift of weight  lean to back  glance at you  expanding surface-skin  
wave through clavicle  rotation of elbow  bow of chin  angle of arm   
drop of eye-lid  pull back of skull  turn of the spinal area between
the shoulder blades from where arms draw slice grasp trace touch
air and articulate body through tilt rhythm line angle plane point     
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1.moving: how a body "writes" itself
2.interrupting: what is appearing in the gap between moving body and 
annotated text: between seeing, moving, watching, reading
3.describing: what kind of philosophical narratives emerge from a 
descriptive mode of annotating movement?
